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l. htroduction. Many algorithms for integro-differential equations in a Hilbert space

have been studied extensively witll the progresses of the high speed automatic computerst and

these methods have many extensions and variations.

We shall consider the minimal problem on a snbspaceア

inf‖Ax-fll-limHAx-x H-Jly-f", y E H2

･t=T-

for A, a bounded linear operator defined on a separable Hilbert space Hl and has the range in

another Hilbert space H2.

If the given element x belongs to the range S of A, the above problem reduces to theoperational

equation

Ax-f,

and the equation of this type have been studied under the some conditions. For a finite

dimentional vector space, M.
`R.

Hestenes proposed the so called conjugate gradient method in 〔1〕,

and W･ Ⅴ･ Petryshyn studied for a K-positive operators on a Hilbert space and its some

variations･ The familier equation of this type is the case where A is a self-adjoint and positive

definite operator.

Our method is, in this sense, an extension for these problems.

Another method for the problem (1) is found in V. Ⅴ. Ⅰvanov 〔2〕.

2･ Notations and the principal theorem. Let Hl and H2 be Hilbert spaces and we shall

suppose that Hl is
separable･ A is a bounded linear operator defined on Hl and

its range S is in

H2･ the solution of the problem (2) is denoted by u,
and the residual of x, by r(x)-I-Ax.

The family of the expanding subspaces ‡V,8iis the family of the finite dimentional subspaces
in

CO

HI Which covers the whole space Hl, that is, ｣｣ VプL is dense in Hl. For a convenience, we shall
'J吉=1

agree with denoting the norms jn H.
and H｡ by the same notations H H, and the inner products

by the same notations ( , ).

The metric function P(x) is defined by the following:

P(x)- lJAx-fH.

THEOREM 1.

Let V be a linear subsI"ce of H.. a"d xo be ill V, ihen ike followillg i200
COndilions

are
equivalent

each other:

1. Ilf-AxoH≦1Lf-A(xo+I) Hfor any
～･8V.

2. (I-Axo, Az)-o for any
～,EV.

PROOF. The condition 2. implies that

JZf-A(xo+I) LIE- ITf-AxoH2ニー2 Real(Az,I-Axo)+ HAzl‡3= llAzll2≧o

for anyヱE V.

Conversely if we assume (I-Axo,Az)幸0, the non-zero
scalar

α
exists such that
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bbW'4)a;a=1
and the metric function P(Ⅹ) has the minimum M on the line x=xo+加･

where
αs (Az.I-Axo)/ llAE=2幸O

and Mゴーl (I-Ado.A&) l2/IIAz;lI2+ Ⅰげ-AxolI2･

And we get lけ-Axoll2- ‖f- A(xo+az) II2= I (I-Axo,A&) l2JIA&II2≧o･

This completes the proof.

3.Analgorithm. The theorem I enables us to use the projective method for the

constructTOn Of the iterative sequence whcih converges to the solution.

LEMMA 1. Let Vn be a nu2mder of the expanding subsbaces sPaned by a linear[y independent segwnce

iel, e｡,…, eni, and xn be the minimal ♪ol'nt onアn such that

min川f-A3CIT
: 罪 8Vnl= llf-Axnlt,

then xn takes the following form

･
･

和-∑芸コ1Ckek,
where

(Ac),Aek)-0, i-1, 2,‥, A-1

ck= (I
-Ax九_1,

Aek)/ l!Aek lI

2
,

Or

(I -Ax九_1, A蝕) =0
'

cん=0.

The last case habbenS. When Aeた-0.

PROOF. By the theorem 1 and the relation

(I
-A恥,

AeJ) - (I-Axた-1, Ac)) -

-cた(Act, AeJ),

it is easy to prove the above lemma.

Ⅰ月MMA 2. Let G be a closed subsbace.in
Hl and for the family of the e3Cbandl'ng subsbaces ‡γ雅Ibut

GnコVnnG, n- 1, 2,‥.,

then for a startl'ng bol'nt xo, lhe ilerative sequcncc IAxnl, where

xn十1==Xn十(I -ANN,
den)en/ ‖den IJ

2
, i----･･･--･-･･･(勤

convwges to the- sbZul'0〟 y Of (1) and we get

Z触IIA∬n-fZJ -inf!lIAk-flI :ガ80n!ゴJry-fJI

pROOF. Put P(xn)-fn, then En is a non-incrぬsingL and we'denote the lifhit- of th卓sl鞄uehCe

‡fnlby i.

The inequality

fn2-E2≧-‡ Ii I2J[AzI12+2Rcal(tA&.Aガn-I)I

folds for any complex number, and we have

〔Real (A3C竹-I,Az)〕3 ≦ ⅠIA&lJ
2

(fn2-f3).

Ptltting,&=xn-x仙 We get

J‡A(xn-ガn) JIB≦ llA(xn-xm) Il /(f9n-f2)+(f2仇-f2).
●

This implies that ‡血n! is a Cauchy seqhenee in H3 ad there exists an.element y in H2 Such that



3}o

limAxn-y,

For any 8 >0, and KEG there is an element x沸in Hl and an integer N such that

Jl血兼-fH ≦ J!Ax-fll+E!lAlfよndx染8GN.

Since

lly-fll≦ lI4xn-j[J for
any竺

and xn is the minimal point on Gn, we get

lly-fH≦lIAx-f7l+E=AIl.

This shows that

lJy-fll-infl tlAx-fH :x8Gi

The last part of the assertion in the lemma i軍Obvious･

corollary･ If A'is an invertible bounded lirear oberal?r, the iierat3･ve sequence (3)ムo-hveries

to ihc soZuLl'on u of the equallon

Ax=f.

PROOF. The operator A being invertible, ‡xnl is the Cauchy sequence ih Hl, and th6te

exists an element丘in Hl tO
Whichこthe sequence !xni converges in norm. We'shall show that

血is the solution u.

d

For any8> 0 there exists a x8E nVn such that
n=1

1Iu一也-2;eH<8/'1IAIl.

and there is the least integer N
such that zどとVn for any l2≧N.

Then by the theorem I we get

(A(u-xn),Are)
-0

for l1 ≧ N.

This implies

(A(u一也), Aze) -o,

and we have

1tA(1L-■(I)7f2;≡(A(u一也),A(u-ll-2;,)) ≦ HAH ‖A(u一也) ‖‖u一血-zき'H<E.

TheII

JIA(a-L^1)‖≦11A= ‖u-L^1-ZEllくE,

1.A?nd.the
invertibility of A implies that u-a.

we shall remark that a linearly indenpent sequence ie】,e空,--i which
is A-orthog?nat, that i.s,

which satisfies the condition (Ae),A触) - 0ー for
)-ヰk,- Qan. be construe.ted from any linearly

eiTP申p甲d印‡
seqvence iq圭,

,官2,
‥ ･ †ご.by:_the ite_rat@n

A

en-ynqn
-

∑芸ヨ(Aqn,Aeん)eL/ HAeん1I

2
,

where γn is the normalizing factor of e,8.

Combining these facts we have the following-thAeorem.

THEOR苫M 2.

√

Lei iVn) be the expanding subspaces of ul u'here Vn is sbaned by the ll'warly indebendcnt

A-orihogonal sequence constructed for a bounded linear o?craior A, then far an少itw伽g bdタii･おo

the seq〝encc iAxn i defined by
●

`､~-･q::''､
●‥､

:,L左n･il議益羊上品e品,I:魂速今岸て≠:-A'x-A,ゐ花)占n(/T｢､A酬2;
ご■▲
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converges io lhe solut1011 y Of (1).

Moreover if A is inveriibZe and I is in S, the sequence !xn) defined above converges lo the solution

～
of the oberatl'onal cqualion (2), and

11A3rn-fll≦JIAx-fII for anyx8Vn, n-1, 2, ‥. .

4. An error estimation. Noticing xn E Vn+1 in the last assertion
in the theorem 2, we see

that the residual r(xn)-i-ANN. and when A is invertible and I is in S, the error E(x)-u-x

too, decrease in its norm at the each step of the iteration.

we shall give an error estimation for the last case.

TH古OREM 3.

Let和be the same as in ike theorem.2 and let En=u-xli. Then u)e have

llEn+11Ⅰ2≦ llA-1tI2(1-k拘)l!EnlI3

kn= (Ae乃,f-Axn)/ lfAcn!l2Jけ-ANN llE≦l.

HEN+1 It2≦IIA~lI(BIIA(a-xn-cnen) 112

=p(Ⅹn)2 (1-(Aen, A(a-xn) )/ IIAenlI 2P(Ⅹn)2=1A一l Il
2

≦ltA~11Ⅰ2(1-kn)l[Enlr2.

紺here

PROOF.
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